IASF Scoring FAQ 2018
Will the deductions from the IASF score sheet be used or will the varsity deduction system be used?
IASF Deduction System
Tumbling in levels 1-4 done by a single person will not be scored. Does that mean even if a pass is synchronized for
part of the pass that if won't be scored ("pick up passes") or will those be scored as synchronized? Does the
continued pass essentially become not considered in the scoring process?
That is correct.
I want to confirm that I understand "majority" on this score sheet correctly. A team of 16-19 would have to do 3
stunt groups and 3 Toss groups to reach "majority," correct?
Correct!
For Stunts, 16 divided by 4 athletes = 4 stunt groups. A majority of 4 = 3 stunt groups.
For Tosses, 16 divided by 5 athletes = 3 toss groups. A majority of 3 = 2 toss groups.
Will there be a list of elite skills for stunting or will it based off whatever looks the hardest?
Stunts are scored comparative to your competition within the division, based on that days performance. There are
a number of skills you can do in building that can certainly be more difficult in the way they are performed , so
giving you an example of these "named skills" is not possible.
How will Tumbling be scored in the International divisions compared to the Varsity All Star score sheet?
Teams will be compared and ordinary ranked within the skills that are performed that day against the teams that
are within that division - this is what dictates the score. IE: TEAM A gets a 3.6 for Running Tumbling with X
amount of passes and the technique of the skills, TEAM B throws X amount of passes that are more difficult and
technique is substantially better, they could receive a 4.2 - Leaving room for other teams to fall in between these
two teams or room above or below these two scores that have stronger or weaker tumbling. It is a comparative
system and will not be using rigid rubric like the Varsity All Star Scoring System.
Is it a requirement that majority of the team perform a jump tumbling combination to receive credit?
Jump/Tumbling combinations do not affect your Jump Difficulty score, but it may impact your Standing Tumbling
score.
What is the minimum number of jumps required? For Jumps, there is no Jump/Tumbling requirement.
The only requirement is 3 or more advanced connected jumps by majority. “2 plus 1” will not achieve maximum
credit. Variety is also not required.
Do Tosses have to be synchronized or in the same section?
They do not have to be synchronized but being synchronized “could” increase the difficulty. However, the tosses
are scored on a cumulative basis throughout the routine.

